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Tracey B.
leaves after
six years as
Admin. Asst.
by Daniel Moskowitz ‘18
After almost six years at Park, Tracey
Brown, administrative assistant to the
dean of students, will be leaving to start
a new journey.
Brown started here January 12, 2009
replacing her predecessor Shirley Scherr,
who had filled several jobs at the school
for 33 years. At the time, Brown was working in a temporary position for Baltimore
County Public Schools. Patti Steinberg,
an administrative assistant in the Lower
School, called Brown and suggested she
interview for Scherr’s job.
“It’s customer service,” Brown said
about her job, “for anyone and everyone
that comes into the Upper School.” She’s
a key player in keeping the Upper School
running on a day-to-day basis, according
to Patti Porcarelli, interim Dean of Students. Porcarelli considers herself very
fortunate that she was able to begin in
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From her first month as administrative assistant to the dean of students
in January, 2009 (left) to the end of her tenure Nov. 25, Tracey Brown has
played a key role in day-to-day operations of the Upper School.

her role as interim Dean of Students with
Brown’s help.
But Brown has made a name for herself
well beyond just what her job title says:
“She’s like my second mom,” Lauren
Ginsburg ’15 said. “It’s very comforting
knowing that I can come to school, and
she will be here to brighten up my morning.”
“Whenever I need something positive
in my day,” Lexi Kuntz ’15 said, “I know
that Tracey always has her door wide open

for me.”
Porcarelli echoed this idea: “She is a
friend, a counselor, a mother figure, and
a great listener.” The interim Dean of
Students recognized this as very much as
part of the job given that she is the first
person people see when they enter the Upper School.
“She helps to sustain the atmosphere
of welcome because she herself is so welcoming,” Porcarelli said.
Two years ago, Brown started looking
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for a new job. “Obviously I didn’t put a
lot of heart and soul into it,” Brown said.
“I didn’t want to leave.” But when her
contract was reduced from 12 months 10,
she had to start looking.
On November 10, Brown found out
that she had been offered a job working
for Hertzbach and Company, a certified
public accounting firm in Owings Mills.
Brown said she will start “working for
three CPAs as their new mother” on December 1. Her last day on the job in Upper
School is November 25.
“Now I won’t be able to go to work
with a wet head, and I have to dress in
corporate attire—no more jeans,” Brown
said.
But without a doubt, Brown said, the
thing she will miss most are “my kids” and
the friendships that she has formed here.
Porcarelli said that she is very excited for Brown and her opportunity, but
that she is “absolutely sad for the Upper
School; for the students, for the faculty,
and for me personally.”
As of now, the plan is to hire a temporary person to take Brown’s place, someone who will focus on maintaining the
daily routine of the Upper School.
“We don’t want to rush into hiring; we
want it to be a thoughtful hire,” Porcarelli
said. “We want somebody who will bring
as much love and energy to the role as
Tracey has brought.”

Westheimer prize winners
share summer experiences

by Jesse Anderson ‘18

The Westheimer prize allows
students, who otherwise couldn’t
afford to, a chance to go any
place in the world. This prize has
been made available by Pat Westheimer ‘61, and was established
in 2006. Each year, two students
who want to travel abroad that
summer are rewarded the prize,
worth $6,500. Westheimer provides this prize out of her wholehearted belief that spending time
overseas is a vital component of
a well-rounded education.
In 1991, Westheimer moved
to Lisbon, Portugal, and began
writing for The Portugal News.
She still writes, and also coaches
students from all over the world

in writing skills and helps prepare students for the SAT and
TOEFL assessments.
Each year, sophomores and
juniors fill out an application describing exactly what they intend
to do on their trip. After several
weeks, the winners are chosen
at random.
This past summer, Maggie
Wulf ’15 walked El Camino de
Santiago. “I had actually been
working on going to do the
Camino at least since the beginning of the year,” Wulf said. “I
actually had the place picked out
pretty far in advance.”
During Wulf’s journey, she
scaled the Pyrenees. She met
people who she hiked with for
most of the trail, many of whom
she’s still in communication with

today.
“People are coming from all
over the world in order to do this,
and there’s so much support,”
Wulf said. “It was so perfect; I
wouldn’t change a thing.”
In an attempt to become immersed in the Portuguese language, Zoe Feldman ’15 went
to Portugal.
“I knew that I wanted to learn
Portuguese,” Feldman said. “I
did learn some Portuguese, but
I also had the most amazing experience to go along with that.”
While in Portugal, she bonded
with people who were two to
three times her age, but were her
close friends nonetheless.
photos courtesy Z. Feldman ‘15
Initial applications are due to
Traci Wright on or before De- Zoe Feldman ‘15 documents her time in Portugal after wincember 5, 2014.
ning the 2014 Westheimer prize.
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To Tracey, Love Postscript
There’s been one general reaction
from students when hearing about Tracey
Brown’s upcoming departure: “Oh no!”
“Oh no!” is right! What will we do
without Tracey as our fountain of knowledge, school mother, stapler-owner, latenote-giver, lost-and-found-keeper, and
friend?
It is a well-known fact that Tracey exceeds her job description. Not only does
she keep the nuts and bolts of the Upper

School organized and running smoothly,
but Tracey is always available to help in
any way—whether it be through a smile,
a sticky-note, or an afternoon venting
session. For the six years she’s been here
she has brightened the hallways on a daily basis, and it has not gone unnoticed.
So on behalf of the entire staff of
Postscript, we’d like to say: Thank you,
Tracey. Thank you, thank you, thank
you. And, of course, good luck!

School spirit should not
be defined by athletics
There’s something we hear a lot here:
“Park doesn’t have enough school spirit.”
Usually when people say this, they are
referring to sports—students don’t often
come to games to cheer on student athletes, and don’t seem to care much about
how well our teams play. This can especially be true for more “underrated” sports
such as cross country or tennis, though it
applies across the board.
This is all true, and not exactly great,
but it’s important to recognize that there
could be a difference between sports spirit
and school spirit.
Last May, we saw Park! The Musical,
which was a show written, directed, and
performed by students.
This month, the Upper School banded
together to sing “Stay with Me” by Sam

Smith with interim Principal Traci Wright
and music teacher Adele Dinerstein during the annual Park’s Got Talent, off-key
and beautifully.
Students own this campus, lounging
in the hallways and making homes of
art studios, basketball courts, and office
couches. To us, these are the characteristics that define our school and how we
experience it. This is, in a sense, our version of school spirit.
And maybe sports needs to become a
part of that. We should be cheering for
athletes at games as loudly as we do for
performers at Goldsoundz. But even if we
haven’t quite developed our sports spirit
yet, you can’t deny it—however different
from other schools, there is spirit in these
hallways.
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Soccer grows in popularity
as school culture changes
by Harry Levine ‘18

Soccer has been rapidly growing more
and more popular in America, and now at
Park School as well. Proof of soccer’s fast
growth comes from this past English Premier League (EPL) season and the 2014
FIFA World Cup.
During this past EPL season, games
consistently surpassed viewership of
NHL games even though the EPL plays
in the morning and the NHL plays at
night, which is a more viewer friendly
time.
The 2014 FIFA World Cup presents
even stronger evidence of soccer’s popularity across America. The dramatic
USA-Portugal match in the World Cup
registered 18.2 million viewers on ESPN,
higher than the NBA Finals, the NHL’s
Stanley Cup Finals, and the MLB World
Series. The only sports that have averaged
more viewers per game than the USAPortugal match are professional and college football.
At Park, where soccer’s popularity is
also growing, there are still plenty of students who have been fans for a long time.
Because there is no popular professional
soccer team located nearby, students at
Park are fans of many different teams.
“My dad has been a huge Liverpool
fan for 47 years,” said Liam Bannon ‘18.
Kitt Murphy ‘17 roots for a different
team. “My whole family has been Chelsea
fans,” she said, and as a result, she’s not a
Chelsea fan. “It was just my original idea
to just go against them,” she said, “I actually root for Manchester United.”
While Bannon and Murphy learned
to love soccer because of their families,
some students at Park have only become
fans more recently. Why do they like
watching soccer all of a sudden?
Alex Wetzler ‘17 provides a somewhat

unexpected answer. When describing why
he started watching soccer, he said that it
wasn’t because of his family.
“I had a couple of friends who were
really into soccer,” he said, “and I chose
a team based on FIFA [the video game].”
FIFA, the video game, is a wildly popular series similar to Madden or MLB:
The Show that has features where players can play against friends, create their
own team, or even have their own soccer
career.
FIFA is Electronic Arts’ (EA) most
popular game, and its sales make up 25%
of EA’s entire revenue. FIFA has helped
soccer become more popular both across
America and at Park.

‘At Park, where soccer’s popularity is
also growing, there
are still plenty of students who have been
fans for a long time.’
Will soccer’s popularity level remain
where it is right now? While he has seen
major growth in soccer’s viewership
amongst his peers, Wetzler believes that
this growth won’t be sustained.
“I think a lot of it was because of the
World Cup and that in one or two years
there won’t nearly be as much interest,”
he said.
The answer to that question remains
to be seen, but, despite Wetzler’s belief,
it seems that soccer will continue to increase in popularity for many, many years
to come.
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News in Brief

by Aerin Abrams ‘16
Arctic research club returns to Canada
From October 22 to October 30 four members of Park’s
International Student-led Arctic Monitoring and Research
(ISAMR) club ventured to
Churchill, Manitoba to study
polar bears and methods of
non-invasive mark and recapture of the animals.
This marks the second anniversary of the October trip,
which operates in addition to
the summer expedition. In the
summer, the students focus on
the tundra and permafrost.
The new method that the
students worked on involves
taking photographs of the
bears to identify them by
their whisker patterns, which
are unique to each bear. “The
mark and recapture idea is so

we can actually get an estimate of the population … [It
is] known as the Lincoln-Peterson method,” Cory Silver
’16 said.
The students’ return to
Baltimore stamps the beginning of a heavy period of data
analysis. Their plan is to present the data collected at some
major scientific conferences
in the field. Park students will
attend ArcticNet, a conference
held in Ottawa in December.
Students from a partner high
school in Winnipeg, Kelvin
High School, will present the
information at another conference, held by the Parks and
Protected Areas Research Forum of Manitoba, which will
occur in January.

Closing of the Upper School L-Benches
On October 31 the popular
hangout spots in the Atrium,
known as the “L-Benches,”
were closed down to student
use due to the state they were
continuously left in. Currently
occupied by groups of freshmen and sophomores, the
benches are often found covered in trash.
“A lot of people noticed that
particular day,” Upper School
science teacher Jeff Jennings
said. “But oftentimes it’s John
[Kessinger] and I who try to
hold students accountable for
their cleanliness.” The look of

the benches that day prompted
Jennings, after consulting with
other faculty members, to post
signs preventing students from
sitting on the benches.
“Some people who sit here
decided to write an apology
and they put it on the bench,”
Michelle Pais ’17 said. “It actually helped us get the bench
back quicker than the kids
who sit on the other one.”
The goal is to open up students’ eyes to the issue, and
the apology shows that the
message is becoming more
clear.
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I. Lichtenstein ‘18 (right) presents his speech about factory fields.

Advoc8 replaces eighth grade speeches
by Ethan Harrison ‘18
The eighth grade speeches,
a Park tradition, have been cancelled and will be replaced by a
new type of advocacy project.
While teachers and faculty are
excited, some students are disappointed about the change.This
year, eighth graders will take part
in a project called Advoc8. The
program is designed to encourage students to use skills and
knowledge developed during
Middle School in order to take
on roles as advocates for change.
This project will include
reaching out to an organization
that supports an issue of interest to a student and volunteering
off campus. “It allows people
to get involved and go outside
the school,” said Middle School
Language Arts department head
Geoff Meyers.
A group of Middle School
teachers that included Meyers,
science teacher Rich Espey, Director of Civic Engagement and
Service Learning and former

English teacher Rommel Loria,
and social studies teacher Paul
Worley participated in a faculty
and curricular advancement
(FACA) summer project that
made the change.
The group wanted to create a
new advocacy assignment that
would allow students to learn
off-campus. “There is tremendous value in the speeches, but
to do this and the speeches would
be too much of an overlap,”
Meyers said.
“There were lots of reasons
for making the change. One is
to get the kids off campus.” said
Josh Wolf, Middle School Principal. “ Not all eighth graders felt a
connection to their speech topic,
and talking about something isn’t
the same as getting out there to
improve it,” Wolf said.
Teachers and faculty are excited to see what this new project will become: “The Middle
School faculty is very supportive,” Meyers said. “I am happy
with the decision; I feel good
about what we are doing.”

In spite of this, some students
are disappointed. “They are understandably upset,” Wolf said.
“There were definitely a group
of students that were looking forward to their speeches.”
“A good amount of people
were looking forward to it,” Karinne Summers ’19 said. “I was
extremely annoyed. I would definitely switch the curriculum back
to speeches if I could.”
According to both Wolf and
Summers, the eighth graders had
little if any say in the decision,
and the idea to cancel the speeches could have been presented to
the students in a better way.
Wolf and Meyers said that
they are eager to see the outcome
of the new projects. “I think it
could be either really good or really bad,” Summers said.
Everyone is interested to see
how these new projects will compare to the speeches. “As a sixth
grader, speeches were really inspiring and I hope the Advoc8
projects will have the same effect,” Summers said.

US Principal Search update: making progress
by Abel Sapirstein ‘17
Resumes have begun to flow
to the Upper School Principal
search committee, and, according to the committee’s student
representative Jesse Berns-Zieve
’15, there is no shortage of people interested in the position.
The committee is currently in
the midst of reading resumes and
has seen a number of applicants
who are qualified for the position. According to Betsy Leighton, Associate Head of School
and Co-chair of the search committee, 40 applicants’ resumes
have been brought to the com-

mittee to date.
“We are receiving resumes
through all avenues—from our
own website and the agencies
that we are using,” said Susan
Weintraub, Upper School Librarian and co-chair of the search
committee.
After the resumes are received, Weintraub and Leighton
pre-screen appropriate applicants. These resumes are brought
to the search committee and read
again. At this point the committee decides whether to inquire
further.
Once the decision is made,
Leighton calls the applicant. “I
always ask first, ‘Why is this

opportunity of interest to you?’”
Leighton said. “I try to keep an
open mind.”
So far, both the regular committee and a student advisory
group comprising two students
elected from each grade have
interviewed three possible candidates on campus, and the main
committee has connected with a
few applicants by videoconference. According to Weintraub,
the pace of the search is picking up now that interviews have
begun.
Even after the first interview,
the process is far from over. After
these preliminary meetings, the
committee will narrow the field

to at least three finalists who will
be invited back for a second interview in December or January.
During the second visit, finalists spend two days on campus
meeting with numerous groups,
including parents, students,
faculty, administrators, and the
search committees. On top of
this, candidates will present an
assembly to the Upper School.
All of these steps are aimed at
whittling down the field of candidates from stacks of resumes
into the future Upper School
Principal. “We want to make sure
that we see everyone out there so
that we can find the person who
is right for us,” Berns-Zieve said.

photo by K. Kouwenhoven ‘15

J. Berns-Zieve ‘15 is the Upper School Principal search
committee student representative.

Commentary
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Second graders protest messy annex tables

Upper School students leave waste on tables in annex after free blocks;
second graders are unhappy clearing trash before eating at same tables
by Leah Smith ‘16
The annex is one of the many hangout
spaces for Upper School students during
their free blocks. However, students often
leave trash behind on the tables, leaving
the second graders filing in to clean up
before they can eat—after all, who likes
eating on a surface covered with other
people’s empty snack bags and juice
spills? Certainly not the second graders.

“They think they’re at home
so Mom can clean it up, but
they’re not.”
–Daniel R. ‘24

Second graders write their thoughts
The high schoolers leave a mess because they don’t focus on lunch. They only
talk to friends and look at their computers.
If they focused on lunch and eating, they
would be neater and not leave food everywhere. But they think we should clean
up after them. It’s really, really, dirty, so
we try to clean it up, but it’s their job.
And leaving trash is like littering—but
in school. And when they don’t use the
TerraCycle or compost or recycling, that’s
bad for the earth.
The cafeteria ends up being pretty disgusting, so we can’t even eat our lunch
there. Nobody wants to eat lunch at a table
covered in food and trash, so we spend
time cleaning it up. They also move the
chairs around and put too many at one table, which means we need to move all the
chairs back to where they belong. They
leave chairs knocked over, and crumbs,
wrappers, and food on the tables and the
floors. Someone once slipped on some
trash that they left. We think they pay no
respect to the other people who eat lunch
in the cafeteria.
They could clean up, because we don’t
want to do it anymore. They should think
about the lower schoolers coming, instead
of just themselves. It’s their job to clean
up the messes that they make. We could
put up pictures for them to see, so that they
can see the mess that they leave, or leave a
paper that says “Clean Up.” Or, everybody
could come and tell them that they aren’t
cleaning up the cafeteria. Maybe then they
would understand that we don’t like to be
in a dirty cafeteria, and they would stop
being so messy and start cleaning up after
themselves.

photo by H. Block ‘15

One messy table in the annex at the
end of Friday G block.

“Leaving trash brings sadness to other people in
the cafeteria.”
–Eli C. ‘24

“Just cleaned
you finished.”

up where

–Emma B. ‘24

“They think Facilities is
going to pick it up.”
–Kennan C. ‘24

“Sometimes they put things
in the wrong trash bin. It’s
not good for the Earth.”
–Mya L. ‘24

“They make the second
graders feel like housemaids.”
–Juliet S. ‘24
photos by P. Coulson ‘16
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College essays limit freedom of expression
by Sophie Bailowitz ‘15
Type “what not to write in a college
essay” into the Google search bar and
you’ll be bombarded by page after page of
cautionary articles. “College 101: Eleven
Essay Mistakes to Avoid like the Plague,”
one website warns. “How to Avoid an Admission Essay Disaster,” another asserts.
Some of the tips in the articles make
sense. “You might be the most amazing
person on the planet, but nobody wants a
recitation of the wonderful things you’ve
done, the people you’ve encountered and
the places you’ve visited,” writes Lynn
O’Shaughnessy in her article 10 Topics
to Avoid in a College Essay.
There’s no way I can argue with that;
the purpose of a personal essay is to have
an opportunity to share an insight into
your personality and character, not a list
of the clubs you lead or the awards you’ve
won.
But then O’Shaughnessy goes on to
condemn writing about sports. And “the
most important person or thing in your
life.” And politics, religion, “do-good experiences,” death, divorce, and tragedies.
According to her, even the comprehensive category of “humor” is a no. It almost
seems like it would be more efficient to
write a list of the topics that are acceptable to discuss.
It’s not like O’Shaughnessy is alone in
these beliefs. Just before the school year
began, seniors were invited to attend a

college essay-writing workshop, where
we were strongly warned against writing about any topics that could be at all
controversial, like political or religious
beliefs, topics that were “too cliché,” like
going to camp or being part of a team, or
even topics like a family death or instability that would put us at risk of sounding
“emotionally unstable.”
I understand the sentiment—the last
thing I would want is to offend an admissions officer who has a different opinion
than I do, and as one of some outrageous
number like 46,730 applicants, I don’t
want to write the same essay about cross
country or being a counselor-in-training

for younger campers that thousands of
others could.
But at the same time, forbidding open
and honest discussion about abortion or
feminism or spirituality discourages the
passion, curiosity and social action that
colleges supposedly look for in their prospective students.
What’s more, high school seniors are
no older than 18. At this point, our daily
lives consist of sitting in class followed
by playing basketball or singing lessons
or tutoring. We haven’t had the time to do
much else. So of course those activities
will be the ones that are most important
to so many of us.

cartoon by Sam Himmelrich ‘15

Cross country matters to me. It’s taught
me valuable lessons about life, and I love
to do it. The fact that it matters just as
much to others should not have to impact
my decision about what to write about.
My essay should be true to me, not the
unique but half-fabricated story that I
hope can beat out the competition.
But by far the most disturbing kind
of censorship in college essays comes in
the form of the pressure to present oneself as a perfectly adjusted and “stable”
individual. Writing about struggles with
cancer or diabetes or poverty can easily
move an admissions officer to tears, but
mention words like anxiety or depression,
and suddenly there’s a red flag, the concern that the applicant will be unable to
handle the rigor of a college education.
Coping with something as heartbreaking as being raised by a single parent or
losing a sibling should signify incredible
strength, but at times it just alerts admissions officers that the student may not be
“ready” for college.
In no way do I mean to put the blame
for these circumstances on our college
counselors. They are merely looking out
for our best interest in an imperfect system.
The Princeton Review recommends to
“Be honest and genuine, and your unique
qualities will shine through,” when writing a college essay. I can only hope that
at some point in the future, this will really
hold true.

Midterm campaigns unconvincing to audience
by Peter Coulson ‘16
“We give Mr. Brown our endorsement,
but we intend to hold him accountable
for keeping his promises and for running
the government with far more intellectual honesty than he has this campaign.”
Thus wrote the reliably Democratic Baltimore Sun in their endorsement of Anthony Brown for Governor. “We have real
reservations about both [candidates], and
supporting either requires a leap of faith.”
Or, in other words, “We’re endorsing the
guy that we dislike the least.”
Brown’s Republican opponent, Larry
Hogan, won. The media have largely
stuck to the narrative of a stunning upset
in an otherwise heavily Democratic state,
but I wasn’t shocked to learn of Hogan’s
victory. Surprised, a little, but not at all
shocked.
Brown’s campaign was thoroughly
and unabashedly negative. The majority
of his TV ads and mailings cast Hogan
as an “extremist” (he isn’t) and a “career
politician” (he’s never held elected office
before) who would send Maryland to hell
in a handbasket. I have only a vague idea
of what Brown’s positions were, but Hogan made his positions much clearer and
focused on the issues of taxation and the
economy. One seemed to get the message
that Brown didn’t want people to vote for
Anthony Brown, but rather against Larry

photo permission of hoganforgovernor.com

Newly elected Governor Larry Hogan (left) stated, as part of his campaign, that he wants to make it easier for families
and small businesses to thrive in Maryland. Conversly, opponent Anthony Brown’s campaign focused on negative
messages, as did many other Democratic candidates’ campaigns nationwide.

Hogan.
This sort of strategy was not limited
to Maryland. One Democratic donor in
Colorado, the multimillionaire Leo Beserra, felt compelled to rant to the Guardian about Democratic incumbent Mark
Udall’s campaign strategy. “Who is running the worst campaign? Him. Because
[expletive] abortion is all he talks about.”
Udall, unlike Anthony Brown, does not
have a page on his website devoted to why
people shouldn’t vote for his Republican
opponent, in this case Cory Gardner. But

his campaign revolved around abortion
and access to contraception.
I’ve seen that, by and large, the Democrats have the edge on social issues. That
is, most Americans agree at least somewhat with their views on these matters.
However, when it comes to the economy,
Americans have a wide variety of different beliefs. Gardner, who does not support
abortion, did not mention this on his campaign website. Instead, he focused heavily
on energy, the economy, and Obamacare.
The Colorado case is one of several

where Democrats have leaned on social issues and accused their opponents of being
antiquated or wanting to “turn back the
clock” (I saw that phrase a lot) rather than
directly debating their opponents’ talking points. They have assumed that their
constituencies have a natural antipathy
towards Republicans and that they can
win easily. If the Democrats want to gain
control of the House of Representatives
and the Senate, they need to realize that
access to abortion and contraception are
not as hotly debated as they once were.

Features
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Charlie Hankin ’06: Postscript to New Yorker
by Grace Croley ‘15

The first thing one notices when talking
to Charlie Hankin ’06 is his mustache.
The second is his energy. In his assembly
for Upper School this month, he jumped
from subject to subject with enthusiasm,
cracking jokes and engaging members
of the audience in discussion. Hankin, a
visual artist and writer, brings that same
passion to his creative endeavors, with a
prolific output.
Hankin’s interest in art began at a
young age, fostered by his father, a professor of painting and drawing at Johns
Hopkins University. “I always had a pencil and paper around,” Hankin said. As
a child, he read graphic novels and the
work of cartoonists like Alison Bechdel
and Daniel Clowes. During his time in the
Upper School, he was a frequent contributor to Postscript, including one controversial political cartoon that featured the
recently re-elected President Bush and the
Statue of Liberty. Hankin credits his Park
education as integral in the development
of this approach to “button-pushing.”

“That’s the thing about Park,” Hankin
said. “It’s a great breeding ground for
irreverence.” He said that even now, he
believes in the Park approach: “I adhere
to the idea that students are capable and
desirous of rational self-discipline.”
After graduating from Park in 2006,
Hankin attended New York University’s
Gallatin School of Individualized Study.
An avid drummer and math student, he
intended to study mathematics and music,
but ultimately graduated with a degree in
mathematics and visual art. After Gallatin,
Hankin played with the New York-based
band Anamanaguchi and worked as an
SAT tutor.
In 2011, Hankin developed a comedy
web series, Good Cop Great Cop, with
Matt Porter, a friend from college who had
studied film. The pair began posting short
videos every week, sketches they wrote
that starred their friends. The sketches
were quietly absurd, with naturalistic acting in outlandish situations. “We’ve been
called ‘mumblecore sketch comedy,’”
Hankin said, referring to the independent
genre characterized by understated dia06/03/2005

logue and low-budget filmmaking. In a
review of the series for The AV Club, TV
critic Matt Crowley described it as “energetic and deftly filmed” with “a wellconsidered dash of whimsy.”
The work of Porter and Hankin in
Good Cop eventually came to the attention of the television network Comedy
Central, which contacted the pair to ask to
develop a series for the network’s website.
Porter and Hankin created New Timers, a
series of shorts focusing on the two living together in a post-apocalyptic world,
with an opening title sequence animated
by Hankin. At the same time, Hankin
had his first cartoon accepted to
The New Yorker, a huge achievement for a cartoonist; he’s since
had more than a dozen published
in the magazine.
With so many aspects to his
professional life, it can be difficult
to pin down how to define what
he does. “I have kind of a hard

time introducing myself,” Hankin said.
For some, it might be more important to
know that he’s a New Yorker cartoonist;
for others, that he tutors high schoolers
in math and physics. “In terms of career
and identity, it’s whatever’s biggest on the
radar at the moment,” he said.
This flexibility suits Hankin. Though
he loves working with Porter and cartooning, he said that he missed his more
straightforward artistic pursuits, like
painting. “My fantasy future is doing everything that I’m already doing, and, by
some miracle, having enough hours in the
day to do everything else.”
11/09/2005

In assembly, Charlie Hankin
‘06 said that the best cartoons
are timeless, including this
selection of his contributions
to Postscript from 2005 and
2006. Notice how little life at
school has changed.

03/10/2006

The top minds: Tony Asdourian, Howard Berkowitz, and Elliott Huntsman.

02/27/2006
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English teacher Angela Balcita advises K. Tildon ’15 as he undertakes a semester-long multi-disciplinary independent study on African-American literature,
American history, and the history of hip hop music. His final project will be a collection of essays.

The art of the independent study
Senior Kyle Tildon focuses on the intersection of African-American literature and rap music

by Grace Croley ’15
Senior Kyle Tildon’s independent study is built on a fairly
straightforward concept. “My
project was originally based
around comparing AfricanAmerican literature to areas of
hip-hop, specifically rap,” he
said. He planned to read classic
pieces of the African-American
literary canon by authors including James Baldwin, Zora Neale
Hurston, and Ralph Ellison, as
well as listen to a wide range of
rap music, and analyze their thematic similarities.
Ultimately, he planned to collect, as a final product, a number

of critical and personal essays.
That’s why he chose Angela Balcita, Upper School English teacher who created a class called “Art
of the Essay,” to work with him
as an adviser. But he’s discovered that both rap and AfricanAmerican literature are far more
than just texts, and understanding
them involves deeper knowledge
of many disciplines.
As well as being a musical
predecessor to modern hip-hop,
“jazz was a massive influence
on writers during [Ellison’s]
time, actually, during the Harlem Renaissance,” Tildon said.
According to Tildon, many of
the beats forming the musical

foundation for rap are sampled
and stripped down versions
of old soul and jazz standards.
Louis Armstrong’s “(What Did I
Do To Be So) Black and Blue,”
which is referenced throughout
Ellison’s novel Invisible Man,
has been sampled in a number
of songs, including “Undaground
Connexion” by the French music
collective Assassin.
Tildon researched both American history and the history of
hip-hop to better understand
his reading, as much of the material grapples with issues that
require contextualization: race,
politics, identity, one’s sense of
place and belonging. With the

expanded scope of his research
has come an expanded approach
to his project; his goal now is to
compile a number of his own
essays that tackle hip-hop from
many angles. His motivation for
the independent study, he said,
was two-fold. His first objective was to “legitimize rap as a
form of literary art that people
don’t always appreciate.” His
essays, recognizing rap lyrics
as pieces of written work, aim
to appreciate their nuances and
core themes.
But he was also motivated by
a desire to look inward. “I’m really interested in my interest in
hip-hop,” he said. Rap has been

a hugely important art form
throughout his life, “different
from any other literature [he’s]
read, or music [he’s] heard.”
Yet, he’s not quite sure why this
music has resonated with him
so deeply. As a result, his writing also explores his relationship with the genre, asking what
about his life and these pieces of
music make them so powerful.
Regardless of its source, his
passion for the music is clear.
“Hip-hop is one of those incredible avenues where, if you’re
good enough, you can channel
your ideas…so that people relate to you. And I think that’s
the beauty of hip-hop.”

Talent show hosts a variety of memorable acts
by Lindsey Weiskopf ’19
In what has become one of
the most anticipated assemblies
of the year, students and faculty
of the Upper School came out to
perform their skills and unique
talents at the annual talent show,
Park’s Got Talent.
The assembly, held October
22, included performances ranging from singing, to playing steel
drums, to performing a popular
dance from China.
The audience generally
agreed that the assembly was engaging and extremely amusing.
“I thought it was hilarious, and
there was a really good variety
of acts,” Hannah Bloom ’17 said.
One stand-out act within the
talent show was a dance by Xiaomu Hu’s Chinese class and advisory. “I thought it [the song] was
really catchy, and easy to learn,”
Nina Feliciano ’18, member of

Hu’s advisory, said. “At first I
was really nervous, but after that,
I had a lot of fun and it wasn’t as
bad as I thought.”
The song’s title translates to
“Little Apple” in English. It is
one of the hottest cultural phenomena in China today. Hu invited the audience members to
get up and do the dance with the
people on stage. Many Upper
School students and faculty accepted that invitation and danced
along with them.
Another memorable contes-

tant was Alexander Levy ’16.
Levy played a song on the steel
drums. Levy has been playing for
four years. “I thought that was so
cool and fun to watch because
I’ve never seen that before,”
Bloom said.
Other acts included Abram
Foster ’15, singing a Billy Joel
song, Daniel Niemann ’15 and
Zac Sydow ’15, reciting a poem
about contemporary culture,
and Traci Wright, interim Upper School Principal, and Adele
Dinerstein, Upper School music
teacher, singing “Stay with Me”
by Sam Smith.
Hosts Sam Friedman ’15,
Baird Acheson ’15, and Kyle
Tildon ’15 provided witty commentary throughout the show.
“I thought Sam, Baird, and Kyle
did a great job towing that line
between sweetly jabbing at the
performers and busting on them
and being somewhat inappropriate with their commentary,” said

cartoons by Hannah Block ‘15

Angela Balcita, English teacher
and Park’s Got Talent judge. The
hosts added funny observations
during the show to engage the
audience even more.
While there is a generally opposition towards competition, the
talent show was judged, but the
acts were not ranked traditionally. “We wanted to recognize what
was particularly special about
each act,” Balcita said. Two of
the awards were Best Musical
Performance and Get the Audi-

ence off their Butts.
Wright and Dinerstein received an award entitled “Lifetime Achievement Award.” For
the past five years, this dynamic
duo, plus math teacher Tony Asdourian, who was absent from
school that day, have performed
a song related to the happenings
in the community or in the wider
world.
“I am honored to receive
it. I’m just not sure that it has
the same status as it once did,”
Wright said. “I’m wondering if
it’s for has-beens, but I’m just
glad that I was honored,” she
said.
A small representation of students performed at Park’s Got
Talent, but that is not nearly all
of the talent at Park. “I think that
Park definitely has talent, and if
they don’t have applied talent,
they have creative thinking and
genius going for them,” Balcita
said.
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Olshan ‘16 to take early gap year
by Philip Merrick ‘15
It’s not uncommon for a student to take
a gap year between high school and college, during which he or she can do just
about anything—follow a career path,
travel the world, or explore a long-term
project or internship. Nina Olshan ’16 has
decided to take a gap year next year—replacing her senior year, rather than coming after it. She will travel to four different
locations over 11 months, participating in
several different kinds of volunteer work.
She will then begin college the following
year, at the same time as students in her
current class.
Olshan got the idea for her gap year last
year, after seeing an assembly presentation on the subject by a Park graduate.
“I was like, ‘Woah. That is a really cool
option. I don’t want to wait to do that,’”
she said. What appealed to her most was
“the idea of taking a year away from a traditional education to learn from the world
around [her].”
“A gap year is an amazing opportunity
to explore interests outside the classroom
and gain a broader perspective before
heading to college,” said college counselor Liz Hirsch. “A lot of students consider
organized programs, like a year of study
in Israel or volunteering with Americoprs
City year program, but others put together
their own plan.”

Olshan will start off her gap year this
July with a two-month stay in Japan. She
will be volunteering through a program
called World Wide Opportunities on Organic Farms (WWOOF), which allows
her to work on organic farms and gardens
throughout the country while living with
various hosts. Next she will teach English
as a second language, first in India for two
months, then in Thailand at a school for
Burmese refugees for five months. Finally,
she will volunteer at a kangaroo sanctuary
in Australia for two months, for a total of
11 months abroad.
Though she originally planned to teach
English for her entire five-month stay in
Thailand, Olshan has discovered another
potential volunteer opportunity. She says
she might spend a month working at a
local dog shelter. “[The shelter] said that
they’d be happy to have me,” she said.
“So I just have to see how long the school
wants me there.”
A gap year as extensive as this requires
a lot of bravery from both Olshan and her
parents. “Nina is one of the most responsible, level-headed people we know,” said
her father Matthew Olshan. “Nevertheless, she’s planning to be in some very
remote places.”
But he and his wife Shana knew that
Nina was up to the challenge when she
presented her plan. “[It] was startling in its
boldness and scope,” he said. “She knew

what she wanted to do; she knew what
would have to happen for it to work; and
she dove into the preparations with laserlike focus.”
Remarkably, the overall cost of the trip
is relatively low, especially when compared to a year’s worth of school tuition.
“My main cost is actually airfare, because
all of the places that I’m working with
provide room and board, or have extremely low costs.” Her parents agreed to pay
the estimated $7,000 airfare budget. “I’ll
be paying for everything that’s not airfare,” Olshan added, “just because that’s
my moral stance. I feel like I should pay
for at least some of it.”
Teaching English provides Olshan with
an effective way to produce social change
abroad. “It’s a skill I have that could be
useful to a lot of people,” she said. “In
Thailand and in India, if you speak even
basic English, there’s a whole other world
open to you in terms of jobs and opportunities.”
The problem with some volunteer
work, Olshan said, is that “you can often
go into a community and get a lot more
than you give.” In order to strike that balance, she made sure “to choose programs
that I could actually contribute to in a very
meaningful way.”
According to Hirsch, students often
come away from a gap year feeling more
self-aware and having a better idea of

what they want to study in college. “Being out and active in the wider world just
seems to help students feel more purposeful about their educations,” she said.
“Gap years are good for a lot of things,”
Olshan said. “This particular kind of gap
year, which is primarily work and volunteering, is for people who feel like they
need to…have some sort of impact on the
world before they continue in the classroom.”
Planning a gap year can be difficult,
but with the right dedication, anyone can
figure out a gap year that works for them.
“It’s all about how much you want to do
it,” Olshan said.

photo by H. Block ‘15

N. Olshan ‘16.

New Sustainability Task Force founded
by Thao Kahn ‘17
Teachers who participate in the Service
Learning in Nicaragua FACA have initiated a new sustainability program, called
the Sustainability Task Force.
Its purpose is to bring sustainability to
the forefront of the school’s mind and to
engage the entire school community in
considering what can be done to reduce
the school’s waste.
Nicaragua reuses many materials,
which was the inspiration for this committee. “They don’t discard so readily as
they do here in this land of
plenty,” third grade teacher
Ellen Hoitsma said. She
has taken part in the FACA
for several years and is the
chair of the new force.
The reuse in Nicaragua
“made us realize we could
make some changes here
in our own corner back
home,” Hoitsma said. “We
met with Dan Paradis and
Betsy Leighton, and they
are completely behind…efforts to help us…[become]
a more sustainable community.”
The Sustainability Task
Force is composed of teach-

ers from all divisions as well as administrators and other staff. In its goal to involve the entire school, it must consider
how to approach sustainability within
each division.
The sustainability efforts in the Lower
School are “fairly strong,” according to
Hoitsma. “We have Terracycle assemblies, teachers talk about recycling, we
all have a recycling box,” she said. “We
have teachers and students who think
about [sustainability] and the Earth that
we’re going to inherit… At our level, kids
have hope and optimism.”

Despite these sustainability efforts in the Lower
School, there is disconnect in
the strength of the efforts as
students move from Lower
to Middle and Upper School.
“There is no easy answer [for
this disconnect].” Head of
School Dan Paradis said. “The
culture in the Lower School is
very different than the culture
of the Middle or the Upper
School. When students move
towards high school…there’s
a greater skepticism: ‘Well,
you’re really going to have to
convince me.’”
Paradis does not see this
skepticism as negative. “I
think that in something like [sustainability], we have a harder time making a case
[for it]…because it feels like it’s being
imposed,” he said. “Students need to see
that [Park as an institution is] really committed as well. For example, are we still
using Styrofoam? Are we role-modeling
before we tell students to do better? We
need to put a system in place to make it as
easy and simple as possible for students
to do the right thing.”
Rommel Loria, Director of Civic Engagement and Service Learning and a
member of the Sustainability Task Force,

cartoons by Ruby Miller ‘16

agrees that sustainability is not made a
priority across the whole community. He
emphasized the importance of students,
especially in Middle and Upper School,
having answers to “the why.”
He feels that more research could be
done, and sustainability could be included
more in the curriculum. He did point out
that even he would like to know more
about it.
“The mission of the Task Force,” Paradis said, “is that sustainability becomes an
issue that permeates the school…that we
are all committed to.”
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David Fincher’s Gone Girl
is worth seeing in theaters
by Catie Turner ’17
Ever wondered what happens when
the smalltown South, the educated elite
of New York City, and suspected murder collide? Gone Girl, the recently premiered movie based on Gillian Flynn’s
2012 novel of the same name, answers
that question.
Directed by David Fincher and starring
Ben Affleck and Rosamund Pike, it follows the story of Nick Dunne (Affleck),
a former writer, after the disappearance
of his wife Amy (Pike). As the police
of Nick’s small Missouri town begin to
suspect him, it becomes clear that Nick
and Amy’s marriage may not be what it
seemed.
As a book, Gone Girl is a thriller in
the purest and best sense of the word:
not a chapter goes by without a turning
of tables, either on the characters or the
reader. But where the book finds its real
strength is in its nuances, both in terms of
characterization and in setting. It’s hard
to name any character that falls firmly on
either side of the good or bad dichotomy;
even minor characters are painted in varying shades of moral gray.
The unsettlingly barren atmosphere of
the town in which the story takes place is
never overtly pushed, but it lends a quality
of unrest to the novel, making the build up
to the shocking finale truly keep the reader

on the edge of their seat. Occasionally,
movies fall flat in attempting to convey
the kinds of subtleties with which Gone
Girl is rife. Without the benefit of a format
that lends itself as well to introspection as
writing, it’s easy for film to turn to sensationalism in order to engage the audience.
This is especially true in the case of books
that feature unreliable narration, like Gone
Girl does. Gone Girl, however, largely
avoids falling into this trap.
Some of the most enjoyable parts of
Gone Girl are its plot twists, so I won’t
spoil anything. But it’s enough to say that
it would be easy for Gone Girl to resort
to tropes often employed when less-thanperfect women are being portrayed: those
of either the domineering, matronly prude,
or the coldly feminine woman willing to
exert her sexual power over anyone who
stands in her path.
But if the film adaptation of Gone Girl
doesn’t manage to completely avoid these
roles, it does a beautiful job of subverting
them, presenting multiple sides to every
story and ultimately leaving the viewer
to decide what they will about each character.
The arguable villain of Gone Girl is
cast as neither the evil stepmother nor
the succubus. She is simply a person—a
bad one, certainly, but a person nonetheless —who will put on whatever mask it
takes to make the people around her do
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Ben Affleck and Rosamund Pike star in Gone Girl, David Fincher’s skillful adaptation of Gillian Flynn’s 2012 novel of the same name.

her bidding. Sometimes these disguises
rely on misogynistic stereotypes for their
success, but the fact that they succeed at
all is the true cause for concern, and Gone
Girl makes this point absolutely clear.
The understated powerful quality of the
movie is present in areas besides gender,
though. Due in large part to the efforts of
Affleck and Pike, the intricate characterization present in the novel also shines
through. Affleck makes the worst of his
character clear while simultaneously
showing the charm he’s notorious for in
the book; Pike plays Amy as a thousand
different things, ranging from the “cool

girl” (i.e., the woman Amy believes that
every man secretly wants) to the innocent
ruthless dictator of her own world, each
more unnerving than the last. The book’s
air of eerily modern decay, evidenced by
its descriptions of suburban sprawl juxtaposed with unemployment and death, are
supported in the film’s score and setting.
In short, Gone Girl is a skillful adaptation of a beautiful—though not in any traditional sense of the word—novel. Don’t
miss the chance to see it in theaters, but
do be ready to walk out of the movie wondering just what your friends and family
might be hiding.

Field of Screams: an account of Halloween terror
by Maggie McGregor ’18
and Ilana Miller ’18
The Field of Screams near
Lancaster, PA claims to be
“America’s #1 Haunted Attraction,” so as the investigative
girls we are, we had to see it for
ourselves. What we found is that
Field of Screams goes above and
beyond the typical hayride and
haunted house. There were four
attractions, each stimulating different types of fear.
The first attraction, the Haunted Hayride, was 20 minutes long.
During this ride, actors posing
as mad men with chainsaws,
clowns, insane asylum inmates,
mad scientists, pigs, gun-crazy
hillbillies, and zombies haunted
the ride. The actors got extremely close to us, touched us, and
screamed in our ears. However,
since the ride was so crowded, it
was hard to see all the action going on. Additionally, because we
were squished between so many
people, the ride was uncomfortable.
The next ride we went on was

the Field of Screams’ equivalent
to a haunted house: the Den
of Darkness. The Den was a
three-story building with long
and narrow hallways, creating
a maze-like experience for visitors. These hallways led to rooms
that depict gruesome scenes featuring a deranged cook, an evil
plastic surgeon, a chainsaw psychopath, and an arsonist. While
we walked through these pitch
black, confined hallways, actors
would reach out and grab us. We
were moving quickly the entire
time and with the combination
of dim lighting and gruesome
makeup, it was almost impossible to see the actors. Creepy, unidentifiable creatures grabbing us
made the ride that much scarier.
The last ride we went on was
the Nocturnal Wasteland. It is
the newest attraction at Field of
Screams. Nocturnal Wasteland
is a dark walk in the woods with
live actors portraying sinister
characters. On this walk, you
never know who or what will
jump out at you from the bushes,
which made something as simple
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as a walk become very scary.
Although the attractions
were exciting, we did find some
drawbacks to the establishment.
To start, the whole experience is
relatively expensive. To partake
in all of the attractions at Field of
Screams, it costs $33. Addition-

ally, they sell $15 VIP tickets to
skip the lines. The lines are really
long, but while waiting in line,
actors engage the visitors and
entertain, so it can be rather fun.
The basic ticket also does not include food. The food is typical
carnival food and equally pricey.

Finally, the travel time is over an
hour from Baltimore each way.
Field of Screams has a lot
of hype surrounding it. While
it’s definitely scary, there was
so much hype of it being mindblowingly terrifying that we were
prepared to go into something
absolutely horrific. It was pretty
freaky, but since we had heard so
many things about it, it wasn’t as
scary as we had expected.
You’re probably wondering,
“Ilana and Maggie, was this really worth it?” We think it is;
while Field of Screams is scary,
it’s harmless and even energizing. The actors take their jobs seriously and work hard to provide
the scariest experience possible.
We think that Field of Screams
may not be the #1 haunted attraction in America, but it definitely
is an experience to remember and
one to have spooky nightmares
about.
Field of Screams is located at
191 College Ave., Mountville,
PA and 4501 Olney-Laytonsville
Rd., Olney, MD. Visit them on
the web at fieldofscreams.com.
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Recent releases improve on past work
Jukebox the Ghost, Flying Lotus, and YAWN all do well with new albums, changes to sound;
juniors Nikita Shtarkman, Graham Rubin, and Max Morrison take a listen

You’re Dead
by Flying Lotus

progression, and Kristin’s broken
drum beats. If you’re not familiar with their previous work, then
this album is a perfect example
of their unique style and a great
segue into the rest of their music.

by Nikita Shtarkman ‘16

‘FlyLo’s experiment
with jazz-electronica
fusion proves to be a
great success.’
Experimental West Coast
electronic music producer Stephen Ellison (known as Flying Lotus, or FlyLo) recently
released his fifth studio album
titled You’re Dead. His previous
LP, Until the Quiet Comes, was
highly praised by New Musical
Express Magazine’s Lucy Jones
for being “the sound of the future.” Expectations for his new
work were high, and Ellison did
not disappoint; he delivered an
innovative and exciting new album.
You’re Dead can be divided
into two parts: the first, filled
with brilliant, rapid and sparkling jazz medleys, and the second, brimming with slower, more
introspective, and morbid pieces.
Right from the beginning, one
can see the new direction FlyLo
has taken, replacing automated
percussion and synthetic arrangements of his previous style with
live drumming and instrumentation. FlyLo’s experiment with
jazz-electronica fusion proves to
be a great success: the sharp and
catchy melodies are supported by
bass harmonies and funky, quick
drum beats. The jazz production
continues through the next three
tracks, ending with “Never Catch
Me,” one of the standout tracks
on this whole record.
The second half is more muted and murky, showcasing deep
and smooth synths layered on top
of distorted but crisp sounding
drum patterns. This is reminiscent of FlyLo’s past work, but
produced in a more refined and
poignant way. The album ends
with “The Protest,” which is, in
my opinion, the best composition on this LP. This is the track
the whole album has been building towards, distinguished by a
memorable piano melody and
the accompaniment of mid-range
choirs. When the track starts to
fade out, the drum becomes like
a heartbeat, slowly dying out and
perfectly ending the album.

Love Chills
by YAWN
by Max Morrison ‘16

Love Chills.

This is the best record of FlyLo’s career as the music encapsulates and exemplifies the theme,
and the whole LP feels cohesive
and natural. The jazz elements
work surprisingly well when layered with artificial instruments,
and together they create an organic style of electronic music. I
strongly recommend this album
to anyone wanting to experience
an original, interesting, and soulful record.

Jukebox the Ghost
by Jukebox the Ghost
by Graham Rubin ‘16

‘[T]hey still offer
the same broken up,
pop-y, and upbeat
style, but with a few
new additions.’
On October 21, Jukebox the
Ghost released their self-titled
fourth studio album. It consists of
three members: Ben Thornewell
on piano and vocals, Tommy
Siegel on guitar and vocals, and
Jesse Kristin on drums and percussion. In Jukebox the Ghost,
they still offer the same broken
up, pop-y, and upbeat style, but
with a few new additions.
Those additions are the appearance of layered backup vocals in “Undeniable You,” synths
in “The One,” electronic sound-
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ing drums and vocals in “Sounds
of a Broken Heart” and “When
the Nights get Long,” and cellos
and violins in “Show Me Where
It Hurts.”
The majority of songs are
beautifully sung by pianist Ben
Thornewell. The few songs sung
by guitarist Tommy Siegel serve
to refresh our pallets and give
an interesting variation in tone.
Even drummer Jesse Kristin
sings a verse in the song, “Hollywood.”
The album isn’t very long.
It has a run time of about thirty
five minutes and a total of eleven
songs. It’s a concise and captivating listen.
One of my favorite songs
on the album is “Hollywood.”
It starts off with a long, slow
verse sung by Kristin, whose
wispy vocals make me think
of someone twice his age. The
song then explosively transitions
into a chorus that immediately
gets my head moving and my
feet tapping. From there, it’s a
much needed repeat of the first
half, with Thornewell singing the
first verse, though. It then breaks
into a succinct guitar solo, with
Siegel harmonizing the melody
with himself to my disbelief.
Then there’s one more blasting
chorus that ends the song and
leaves me wishing for more.
If you’ve heard and enjoyed
their older music, you’ll be glad
to know that this album is just
as good as the rest. It features
Thornewell’s hammering piano
chords and arpeggiating melodies, Siegel’s unwavering chord

‘Love Chills maintains
[YAWN’s] psychedelic nature, but recedes from the more
upbeat and poppier
aspects.’
Released on September 9,
Love Chills is YAWN’s sophomore album, following up their
2011 debut Open Season. The
Chicago quartet consists of guitarist and lead vocalist Adam Gil,
guitarist Daniel Perzan, bassist
Sam Wolf, and drummer Jorge
Perez.
Upon listening to Love Chills,
it is apparent that YAWN has
made the effort to further distinguish themselves and define their
sound within the three-year gap
since Open Season. Compared
to the pop-psychedelic sound of
their debut, Love Chills adds an
indie rock sound to their psychedelic flavor, like pieces of dark
chocolate added on top of a drizzling, rainbow ice-cream swirl.

Jukebox the Ghost.

Love Chills is darker, taking the
effervescent and bubbly energy
of Open Season and translating
it into something with a little
more of a crunch. The change is
apparent on tracks such as “Fly
Trap,” which opens up with a
heavily distorted bass riff and
ends with the band jamming on
a mellow, psychedelic groove,
with smooth, palm-muted guitars
and added hand-percussion. The
intro track “Under the She” is another example, opening up with
an ominous, spacey, and atmospheric synth before delving into
a bluesy guitar riff. The song is a
slow-burner, gradually sounding
more aggressive and noisier.
Despite being a quartet, Love
Chills also involves lots of added production flair. “Summer
Heat,” for example, has, in addition to the guitar, drums, and
bass, swelling strings and gliding
pianos. Every song has echoing,
modulated synths. “Follow You”
is a song which showcases great
use of the synths, harmoniously
blending them with acoustic
guitar. Like the instrumentation, Adam Gil’s vocals are on
point, sounding bright and lively
on tracks such as the 80’s-popsounding “What’s in the World.”
He will often beautifully display
his soft and smooth falsetto.
YAWN’s new, distinguished
sound is greatly appreciated, as
their previous work has always
made me refer to them as derivative, sounding like a poppier Animal Collective knock-off. I can
happily say that this is no longer
the case.

photo courtesy yeproc.com
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St. Vincent good tale, despite odd casting
by Max Kwass-Mason ‘17

Wow, this guy is a saint? St.
Vincent opens with our eponymous hero telling a stupid joke
at a bar, which ends up being the
friendliest thing we see him do
throughout the entire first half
of the movie. But hold on, all is
not lost.
Directed and written by Theodore Melfi, St. Vincent stars Bill
Murray as Vincent, who begins
as a reclusive deadbeat who
spends his time losing horse
races or dancing by himself to
the jukebox in his favorite bar,
until his life is interrupted by a
family who moves in next door.
Maggie (Melissa McCarthy),
a single mom, pays Vincent to
watch her son, Oliver (Jaeden
Lieberher), after school. Vincent, however, refuses to let this
interfere with his schedule and
has Oliver tag along with him to
his favorite spots, while teaching him important life skills,
like how to gamble and fight,
on the side. The two inevitably
become friends, have a tearful
fallout, and reunite a few times,
all of which you can see coming
miles away.
But it’s pretty funny. Murray
is a well-spring of witty banter
and sarcasm, no matter how

grim the situation becomes.
What’s different is that, unlike
in some of his previous movies,
he has someone to call him out.
This comes from a young Oliver, who plays the role of cutting
through Vincent’s sarcasm and
saying exactly what the audience
is thinking, which only prompts
Murray to descend even deeper
into his ridiculous lectures. The
back and forth between the two
is often very amusing and sometimes outright hilarious.
My one gripe with the film is
casting Melissa McCarthy in a
non-comedic role. As an actress
who has written and definitely
starred in comedic roles many
times, I kept wondering why she
was cast as a serious character.
Not only was it not comedic, but
I found the part of Maggie to be
fairly bland and uninteresting.
As the busy but caring single
mother, she was mainly used as a
plot device to anchor the story. It
seemed like a waste of comedic
talent. What’s stranger, the third
comedic part was given to Noami
Watts, who is generally more of a
dramatic actress. While I chuckled at some of her lines, it too felt
like a weird casting choice.
Despite a few odd characters
and a predictable plot, the story
was still enjoyable. When com-

pared to many of the movies out
right now, the plot was somewhat
refreshing. In the era of murder
mysteries, aliens, and buildings/
cars/people exploding, it’s nice
to get a human comedy every
now and then. The plot may be
sappy in a few spots and almost
cringe-worthy in others. But it’s
still a nice change of pace from
the dark and grittier features ruling movie theatres today.
Finally, Bill Murray is completely at home in this charac-

ter. The tired and grouchy but
smirking old man, a character
that Murray has played before,
resurfaces, and is played again,
perfectly. This is maybe most
apparent within the many shots
of Vincent waking up. A top
down shot of Murray’s opening
his eyes as an alarm goes off is
something to behold. The way
that this reluctance to stand up,
and the emotional pain of this endeavor, is painted across his face
is something that is truly unique.

This is enough to convince
me to see the movie. Not every
movie has to invest thousands in
special effects or contain some
deep insight into the existence
of our species. Some can just
make us chuckle with the actors
and feel good. So while maybe
it is not the greatest movie of
all time, or even anything too
groundbreaking, St. Vincent is an
enjoyable viewing for everyone,
and a must-see for any fans of
Bill Murray.

photo courtesy teaser-trailer.com

Maggie Bronstein (Melissa McCarthy) faces off against Vincent MacKenna (Bill Murray) while
Oliver Bronstein (Jaeden Lieberher) watches in the background.

Taste Buds taste great food in Little Italy
by Sophie Bailowitz ’15,
Daniel Moskowitz ’15,
and Melanie Weiskopf ’15
Everyone knows it: first semester of senior year is without
a doubt one of the most stressful
times of anyone’s high school career. Sometimes there is nothing
more desirable than to just shove
your face full of comfort food to
get away from the pressure that
is the college process.
As we fell victim to these
stresses, our comfort food of
choice came all the way from
across the Atlantic Ocean. From
the narrow, winding streets of
Venice and the savory flavors of
Rome, the Chiapparellis immigrated to Baltimore and opened a
family restaurant on High Street
in 1942.
After an expansion, the restaurant is now owned by third
generation Chiapparellis, but it
still serves up the same family
recipes that it has been for the
past 72 years.
“Would you like some candy for Halloween?” our waiter

asked as we sat down. It set the
tone for a night that would be full
of attentive and genuine service
in addition to great food.
Our meal started off with a
classic Italian appetizer: antipasto. The dish consists of fresh
mozzarella, prosciutto, soppressata, stuffed cherry pepper, caper berries, anchovies, house
marinated olives, and roasted
red peppers. Sophie and Daniel
even got adventurous and tried
a whole anchovy (tried does not
equal swallowed, though). The
mishmash was a great way to
sample multiple typical Italian

foods.
All of our dishes were prefaced with the famous Chip’s
Salad. Consisting of fresh Romaine, cheese, olives, a mix of
other vegetables, and topped
with a homemade dressing, the
large salad was both refreshing
and satisfying.
Next came the entrées: fettuccini Alfredo, seafood ravioli, and
penne con vodka. The fettuccini
featured chicken, amidst homemade pasta in a rich Alfredo
sauce. While many restaurants
fail to get enough flavor in the
sauce, Chiapparelli’s managed

photo by D. Moskowitz ‘15

Vaccaro’s cannoli is one of their most popular desserts.

to achieve both creaminess and
succulent flavor.
The seafood ravioli demonstrated how Chippareli’s yet
again stands out. Taking no
shortcuts, the dish featured large
pieces of distinguishable different types of seafood, rather than a
seafood puree. Topped off with a
delectable tomato sauce, the dish
was the ideal mix of flavors and
textures.
Finally, the penne con vodka,
a classic, was the perfect level of
creaminess and richness.
After spending an absurd
amount of time trying to figure
out how to fairly split the bill
three ways, we decided that
there was a small space left in
our stomachs for another one
of Little Italy’s claims to fame.
Founded in 1956, Vacarro’s is
also a family owned restaurant.
Most famous for its Italian desserts, the line to be seated is out
the door many nights.
Showing no restraint, we each
ordered one of Vaccaro’s oversized desserts: a piece of tiramisu, a cannoli, and the morte

di cioccolato.
The tiramisu was delectable.
Containing multiple layers of
cake sandwiched with the classic thick filling, the cake had a
uniquely strong alcohol flavor.
The cannoli, one of Vaccaros’s most popular desserts,
left nothing to be desired. The
shell was crunchy and dipped in
chocolate, and the ricotta filling
was the perfect balance of sweetness and creaminess. There is no
wonder that this is one of the establishments most famous.
Lastly, was the morte di cioccolato (“death by chocolate”).
Featuring Vaccaros’s famous
chocolate-chocolate-chip gelato
atop one of their frosted brownies, the dessert comes by its
name honestly. The tartness of
the chocolate balanced out the
sweetness of the brownie making
for a dish that completely satisfied our sweet tooth.
Full and happy, having temporarily escaped the stress of the
college process, we all returned
home to continue the “Why our
college” essay.
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Fall sports fall in postseason
by Jack Sheehy ‘17
No fall sports team went far in the
postseason, with the exception of Boys’
Varsity Cross Country. They culminated their strong season with a fourth
place finish in the MIAA B-Conference at
their championship meet November 5 at
Oregon Ridge. The team finished behind
Boys’ Latin, Glenelg, and Indian Creek,
which only edged Park by one point. “We
had a number of injuries that set us back in

the beginning of the season,” said Timmy
Barrick ‘17, “but we got past them and
trained hard and did well in the race that
matters most: the championship.” While
the team as a whole did well in the championship race, Barrick did exceptionally
well, finishing first in B-Conference with
a time of 17 minutes. “I was very proud
that I managed to beat a number of runners from [other schools] who had beaten
me earlier in the season,” he said. “This
showed that my hard training had paid

off.” The Bruins had four runners finish
in the top 30, including sophomore Brian
Malone, who finished 13th.
Boys’ Varsity Soccer ended the regular
season tied for fourth place in B-Conference with a conference record of 7-6-1. In
the playoffs, the Bruins faced Boys’ Latin
and fell 1-0 in a hard fought quarterfinal
game.
Girls’ Varsity Soccer fell 2-2 in penalty kicks after playing double overtime
against St. Vincent Palotti.

Ultimate Frisbee booming
by Spencer Levitt ‘17
While Park’s interscholastic athletic
teams get a lot more attention, the intramural Ultimate Frisbee program is perhaps the most popular of all of Park’s
athletic activities.
The Ultimate Frisbee program has been
around for a long time. Former science
teacher Dr. Lou Rosenblatt founded it and
Huntsman has run it for the past 10 years.
Ultimate Frisbee is played by two
teams on a field and the only piece of
equipment needed is a frisbee. There are
end-zones marked on either end of the
field and players may only take a few
steps when in possession of the frisbee.
The goal of the game is simply to score
more touchdowns than the opposing team.
“I really like Frisbee,” Huntsman said.
“It helps me get exercise. That’s just nice
because it just builds it in. … It is also a
very good community of kids.”
Traditionally, the program has met
Mondays and Thursdays on the meadow
below Kelly Field. Because of the turf
field construction, it wasn’t possible to
play there this past season.
To work around that dilemna, the
group moved to the horse pasture to play
on Mondays and claimed Tompkins Field
on Fridays.
Last spring, 37 students, or about 10%
of the Upper School, received gym cred-

photos by M. Lipitz ‘17
R. Basner ‘16 throws under pressure
from A. Pomerantz ‘16.

its from Ultimate Frisbee. To earn gym
credits, students must come to most of
the sessions. However, one does not have
to be a regular member of the activity to
go to one or two sessions. Parker Brotman ’17 estimated that “a quarter of the
Upper School played at least once last
year.” Huntsman placed the number of
people who go to at least one after-school
session at around 50. Many athletes will
go to Ultimate Frisbee when their season
ends, just because it’s fun. On occasion,
some Park alumnae or teachers will show
up to play.
Even with all the people who play, Ultimate Frisbee is sometimes inadvertently
overlooked. “We sometimes get forgotten
in all of [Park athletics],” Huntsman said.
“We are not very high in the order of who
gets a field. Every once in a while I just
want more people to recognize what Frisbee does for people.”
Anybody who wants to come is welcome to do so. The players who attend
have varying skill levels: some are very
good, and others are working hard to improve their skills and become more comfortable playing.
One thing Huntsman emphasizes is
never saying no to people who want to
try out Frisbee. There is even a Middle
School student who has joined the program. When asked if Ultimate Frisbee
might be opened up to the Middle School,
Huntsman said: “I wouldn’t say no to anybody. I love for people to come as much
as possible. As of right now I might not
have enough space but I wouldn’t turn
people away.”
The Ultimate Frisbee program might
turn competitive in the future. Recently, organizational body USA Ultimate
reached out to Huntsman and offered to
put him in touch with other schools and
play interscholastically. The Park program
has been to a Maryland state Ultimate
Frisbee tournament before. Huntsman
said that everybody had fun, even though
they ended up coming in fifth out of five
co-ed teams.
Huntsman said that he would love to
play against other schools. If this were to

Top: K. Hsiao ‘15 catches. Bottom: S.
Diaz-Rimal ‘15 throws.

happen, he would still refrain from cutting
people. If everybody wanted to play, the
team could possibly split up into two and
play alternating games.
“Elliott told us that there are tournaments between high schools that occur
every few weekends,” Brotman said. “He
said he might post sign up lists for that in
the future.”
“I personally am not great at Frisbee,
though I do enjoy it a lot,” Brotman said.
“It is something that I would definitely
consider. I think there are a lot of people
who would be enthusiastic about the idea.
I think we could easily get a team of people to compete.”

This Just-in
Sports IQ Kills
by Justin Wyda ’15
Just a few Sundays
ago—sprawled on my
couch procrastinating—I
watched Broncos’ Peyton Manning break the
all-time record for
touchdowns thrown.
Manning, who is
probably the greatest
quarterback ever, isn’t exactly what
you would call a “physical specimen.”
He has had multiple neck surgeries and
his slim, almost frail stature isn’t what
comes to mind when one thinks of the
beast athletes in the NFL. Manning isn’t
6’5’’ and 245 pounds of muscle like the
Panthers’ Cam Newton, nor can he run
a sub 5 second 40-yard dash like the
Colts’ Andrew Luck. Manning possesses a skill that can’t be measured
by how fast you run or how much you
bench—a skill that has nothing to do
with physical prowess: Peyton Manning has a sky-high sports IQ.
What is a “sports IQ?” It means
you are “sports smart,” not just knowing the rules, but cognitively mastering
the intricacies of the game. Manning
succeeds because of meticulous preparation that allows him to make quick,
decisive choices in the chaos of the
field. The greatest quarterback in the
game has earned success through doing his homework. Players with sports
IQ have this sixth sense: an acute understanding of the game. This could be
anything from always being in the right
spot, “playing within yourself,” or firing a pass to the open guy. Manning’s
ability to tear up the NFL at age 38, despite his wobbly passes and inability to
elude oncoming rushers, demonstrates
just how valuable a sports IQ is.
While most of us are avid Ravens
fans, we can learn a crucial lesson from
this Broncos quarterback. I’ve heard
people say time and again that Park
does not have many “athletes.” But I
disagree. Who says an athlete has to
be 6’5’’ and 245 pounds with blazing speed? Too often people believe
a person’s athleticism hinges on their
physical prowess. Athleticism should
be determined by performance on the
field, and qualities—such as heart, effort and in this case, sports IQ—are
what matter most. Manning’s success
demonstrates that he is just as much,
if not more, “athletic” than the Cam
Newtons and Andrew Lucks. A popular
saying in sports these days is, “speed
kills.” But, what Manning shows us is
that “sports IQ kills.”

